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With sincere thanks and best wishes from everyone at Recovery Cymru for 

recognising the vision and potential of the Recovery Cymru model and supporting 

us in the crucial development phase.  

 

With special thank you to, Gareth Hewitt, Rhian Hills, Alison Thomas and previous 

Welsh Government workers, Karen Eveleigh and Conrad Eydmann.  

 

And thank you to all our members, volunteers, staff and trustees who give their time, 

enthusiasm, skills and share their lives to create a genuine peer-led mutual aid 

recovery community in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan. You continue to make a 

difference every day, to show recovery is possible, probable and is to be enjoyed! 
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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
The Welsh Government supported Recovery Cymru to deliver a two year development and demonstration 

project April 2011 – March 2013. In March 2013 the Welsh Government informed Recovery Cymru that it 

would be extending the project support to cover the period April 2013 – March 2014, this was to provide 

additional time and resources for: the research project to be undertaken; Recovery Cymru Cardiff to expand 

its peer projects and Recovery Cymru Vale to become fully established. The main aims of the project were 

to: 

• Develop a self-help, peer-led recovery community in Cardiff  

• To initiate the development of a recovery community in the Vale of Glamorgan 

• To provide a recovery community case study for a co-running research project to provide an 

evidence base for the Recovery Cymru approach  

 

This report outlines: 

• The work undertaken and main achievements for the third and final year of the project, namely from 

April 2013 – March 2014.  

• A reflection on the 3 year project, showing the original objectives and performance against these 

• Plans for the next period. It also outlines the work to be undertaken in the next period.   

         
The projectThe projectThe projectThe project    
A copy of the full project plan is available (copies were submitted in 2011).  

 

Project Aim 

To empower individuals in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan to achieve and maintain long term 

recovery from alcohol and drug problems, specifically through the provision of a recovery 

community providing sustainable mutual-aid aftercare, wraparound support and community 

integration, for people on all stages of their recovery journey.  

 

Specific Aims 

• To increase individual’s recovery stability 

• To increase individual’s recovery oriented social networks 

• To increase individual’s recovery capital 

• To improve individual’s quality of life 

• To increase individual’s independence, community engagement and citizenship 

• To decrease individual’s problematic drug and alcohol use 

• To increase individual’s abstinence from problematic drug and alcohol  

• Increase in the number of people maintaining stability on substitute medication 

• Decrease in the number of individuals needing repeated treatment episodes  

• To increase relapse management in the community 

• To facilitate early re-integration into treatment following relapse when necessary 

• To increase awareness of recovery from drug and alcohol and decrease stigma and 

discrimination 

• To increase the efficacy and long term outcomes of drug and alcohol treatment in Cardiff 

and the Vale of Glamorgan 

 

Objectives 

• To develop a mutual-aid recovery support community in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan 

• To develop a user-led organisation  

• To provide aftercare and wraparound services as part of the Integrated Care Pathway (ICP) for 

Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan 

• To develop a recovery coach and community volunteer programme 

• To provide Recovery Coaches for Umbrella – CaVIDAS (Single Point of Engagement) 
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• To increase provision of out-of-hours aftercare, recovery support & activities in Cardiff and the Vale 

of Glamorgan 

• To develop a peer recovery manual for South Wales (in collaboration with the North Wales project) 

• To develop and evidence best practice 

• To develop a sustainable financial model 

• To offer advisory services re: Recovery Oriented Treatment Services and staff training.  

 

For the purposes of this report, the main objectives and programmes of work have been grouped for ease of 

reading.   

 

1.1.1.1. Recovery Community buildingRecovery Community buildingRecovery Community buildingRecovery Community building    
 

Weekly Groups & Activities – Cardiff 

 

• Support group (out-of-hours)  

• Structured self-help group (following a structured self-help model) 

• Community development & resource session  

• Women’s group (out-of-hours)  

• Craft group 

• Music group 

• Sunday afternoon opening and meditation (out-of-hours)  

• Cookery social (out-of-hours) 

• SMART Recovery – new this year 

• Creative Writing (out-of-hours) – new this year 

• Child-friendly support – new this year 

 

 

 

Weekly Groups & Activities – Vale  

 

• Support group (out-of-hours)  

• Structured self-help group (following a structured self-help model) 

• Community development & resource session  

• Creative expression 

• Music, reading and writing 

• Daytrips  

• Child-friendly support – new this year 

 

Programmes of support and activity 

Use of the Cardiff Recovery Centre has increased significantly again over the last twelve months, including a 

move into new, larger premises which has seen footfall grow still further. Members use the Centre for peer 

support; crisis support; social activities; use of the computers; volunteering; development of social networks 

and personal use (for example, filling out forms, reading etc.).  
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We opened our new Vale of Glamorgan Recovery Centre in Barry at the end of August 2013. Use of the Vale 

Centre has grown quickly to the extent that daily footfall there only barely lags behind that of the Cardiff 

Centre. 

 

General member support is offered to all members, via telephone, face-to-face, email or letter and includes 

writing to prisoners who are seeking to build their recovery networks in preparation for their release.  

 

Telephone recovery support has continued. Members and volunteers ‘sign up’ to receive daily / weekly text 

reminders; updates of activities and general texts of encouragement. In conjunction with members, we have 

developed this programme to include structured telephone calls on a weekly / monthly basis as part of our 

commitment to pro-active and distance-based recovery support.  

 

Community development meetings and communication are a core part of ensuring all our groups, activities, 

development plans and problem-solving are genuinely peer and community-led. These groups increase 

members and volunteers feeling of ownership and connectedness with Recovery Cymru. The community is 

the driving force and at the heart of everything Recovery Cymru is about. Our ideas, programmes and 

activities are born out of the ideas and needs of members and volunteers, as well as the contribution of their 

skills and time. We have a dedicated discussion and training session each week in which we discuss and 

develop ideas for the organisation, involve members and volunteers, and provide relevant training to enable 

individuals to undertake specific functions within the community. Our volunteering programmes and 

inclusive philosophy put the wishes and needs of community members at the heart of delivering the 

recovery support that Recovery Cymru provides. Meetings, texts, emails, face to face discussions and use of 

social media ensure we capture as many ‘RC’ voices as possible.   

 

Members, volunteers and staff are involved in raising awareness and challenging stigma, which is 

undertaken in a number of ways, including, giving talks and presentations; attending networking events; 

sharing their stories and generally talking about RC! 

 

Volunteering is a key component of the Recovery Cymru model and we encourage members to volunteer 

their time to support others and the development of the community. This programme seeks to support, 

encourage, and build skills and confidence and challenge members as they progress on their journey. There 

are up to twelve different roles and members fully direct when and how they volunteer.  

 

The Recovery coaching, recovery champion & telephone recovery support programmes offered by 

Recovery Cymru are at various stages of development (see below) and are receiving good feedback from 

members, volunteers and service providers.  

 

Development of our community in the Vale of Glamorgan had a real boost in 2013-2014 when we opened 

our Vale of Glamorgan Recovery Centre at the end of August 2013. We now run as many as six weekly 

support, social and activity groups in the Vale of Glamorgan. As well as groups, Vale of Glamorgan members 

have organised fundraising activities and members from the Vale frequently travel to Cardiff to engage in 

community activities which bridge the two Centres.  

 

Demand for our activities has continued to expand so we secured funding for a bigger recovery centre in 

Cardiff and we moved into larger premises in February 2014. We are now starting to use this centre as a 

‘hub’ from which we can support volunteers to run outreach recovery support sessions at the premises of 

other substance misuse agencies.  

 

As part of consortium with Newlink Wales and Solas, Recovery Cymru has been commissioned to provide 

Throughcare, Aftercare and Recovery Support for Cardiff & the Vale of Glamorgan (see below). This will 

significantly contribute towards our long-term sustainability. 
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Referral pathways (including but not limited to):  

 

• Self 

• Friends and family 

• Community Addictions Unit (CAU) 

• Inroads 

• Cardiff Alcohol & Drug Team (CADT) 

• Adfer Unit 

• Pen Yr Enfys 

• Huggard 

• Celtic Community Services 

• Gofal 

• Community Mental Health Team 

• Brynawel Residential Rehab 

• Cadwyn 

• Community Reinforcement And Family 

Training (CRAFT) 

• Drug Intervention Programme 

• Fairbridge 

• Integrated Family Support Team (IFST) 

• Kaleidoscope 

• Llamau 

• Probation Service 

• Treatment & Education Drug Service (TEDS) 

 

• Newlands (Vale of Glamorgan) 

• Crime Reduction Initiative (CRI) 

• Solicitor 

• Newlink Wales  

• Ashcroft House (women’s rehabilitation 

centre) 

• Ty Canna (mental health organisation) 

• Job centre 

• 4 Winds 

• Ty Gobaith/Salvation Army/Bridge 

Programme 

• Vale Alcohol & Drug Team (VADT) 

• Communities 1
st

 

• Crisis Recovery Unit 

• Entry to Drug & Alcohol Services (EDAS) 

• Gwalia 

• Integrated Offender Intervention Service 

(IOIS) 

• Living Room 

• MIND Cymru 

• Royal Armed Forces Association 

• YMCA 

 

Referrals, Membership & Volunteers 

 

 

Referrals Apr 13 – Mar 14 = 245 (173 Cardiff, 67 Vale, 5 RCT) 

Number of new members:-               Apr 13 – Mar 14 = 227 

Number of active members: -            = 90 (actively engaged in attending or contacting Recovery Cymru on a       

regular basis).  

 

Number of new volunteers:-             Apr 13 – Mar 14      = 49 

Number of new interns:-                    Apr 13 – Mar 14      =3 

Number of active volunteers:-           = 40 (excluding interns and event volunteers) 

Number of ‘event’ volunteers:-         Apr 13 – Mar 14     = 6 

 

 

Average Group Attendance Apr 13 – Mar 14  

Craft                                                          = 2.6 

Cardiff Support Group                          = 4 

Cardiff Self-Help Group                         = 6 

Cookery Social                                        = 8.3 

Women’s Group                                     = 3.5 

Music Group                                           = 3.5 

SMART Recovery Group                       = 4.5 

Creative Writing Group                        = 6 

Community Development Group (Cardiff) = 5.3 
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Community Development Group (Vale) = 8 

Self-Expression Group (Vale)               = 7 

Reading Group (Vale)                            = 5.8 

Kitchen Garden Group (Vale)              = 8.1 

Group Trials (Vale)                                 = 7.6 

Vale Support Group                               = 4 

Vale Self-Help Group                             = 3.3 

Use of building: 

Cardiff Centre 

Average daily attendance (Apr 13 – Mar 14)    = 12 

Average weekly attendance                                 = 72 

Vale Centre 

Average daily attendance (Sep 13 – Mar 14)    = 9.6 

Average weekly attendance                                 = 48 

*See below for details on data collection 

 

2.2.2.2. Main aMain aMain aMain achievementschievementschievementschievements    and news and news and news and news 2013201320132013----2014201420142014    
 

Recruitment 

 

We were able to recruit 4 new positions in 2013-14, and, at the time of writing, we are recruiting for a 

further 5 new positions. We had 3 employees in March 2013; we will therefore have increased our 

workforce to 12 when the present round of recruitment has been completed. 

 

New Recovery Centre in the Vale of Glamorgan 

 

We opened our Vale of Glamorgan Recovery Centre at 232 Holton Road, Barry in August 2013. Already the 

Centre is having daily attendances which regularly exceed 10, and there are up to six regular support, social 

and activity groups in the Vale of Glamorgan. There appears to be a huge demand for peer-led recovery 

support in the Vale of Glamorgan and we are growing our membership and reach there rapidly. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Larger Cardiff Recovery Centre 

 

We were bursting at the seams in our previous home, three rooms on the bottom floor of a building in 

Llandaff Road, Cardiff. Among other space constraints, we were struggling to identify appropriate spaces for 

meetings, one-to-one support, and introducing new and potential members to Recovery Cymru. We secured 

funding for a new larger Recovery Centre in Cardiff at the end of 2013, we identified and secured premises 
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at 218 Cowbridge Road East and we moved in at the beginning of February 2014. We now occupy the whole 

of a two-storey building and have access to a variety of flexible spaces. We have rendered our entire ground 

floor accessible to those with mobility problems and we are recording higher and higher daily attendances at 

the Cardiff Centre. 

 

 
 

Christmas and New Year Opening & Activities 

 

The festive season can be a tough time for those who have to spend it alone, whether they are in recovery 

from drug and/or alcohol problems or not. Recovery Cymru is proud to be able to say that, due to the 

goodwill of our staff and volunteers, during the 2013-14 holiday season we were able to open the Cardiff 

Recovery Centre on Christmas Eve, Christmas Day, Boxing Day, New Year’s Eve (until midnight) and New 

Year’s Day. We were able to provide light refreshments, companionship and recovery support for those who 

joined us at the Cardiff Recovery Centre over the festive period. 

 

Snowdon Climb 2013 

 

On 6
th

 July 2013, 27 Recovery Cymru members, volunteers, staff and supporters climbed Snowdon to raise 

funds for the organisation. It took 10 hours of driving and six hours of challenging climbing to show what 

Recovery Cymru members and volunteers can achieve through and for recovery.  

This event was symbolic for many members of the organisation as a sign of their victory over the drug and/or 

alcohol problems, which affected their lives for many years. Michelle, member of Recovery Cymru, says: “It 

is my biggest achievement that I did it. I never thought I will be able to. I am so proud of myself! I have 

overcome my addiction, climbed Snowdon. Two years ago I couldn’t even dream of it. It is a whole new 

chapter of my life!” 

Recovery Cymru members, volunteers, staff and supporters raised over £1,500 for the charity by climbing 

Wales’s highest peak. 
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John Lewis Partnership 

 

Recovery Cymru were delighted to be featured by John Lewis as a nominated charity in their “Place to Eat” 

restaurant at their Cardiff department store in 2013. Diners were given tokens along with their tea & scones 

which they were able to place in a special container which was dedicated to one of three charities. At the 

end of the promotion the tokens were counted and a cash sum was divided between the three charities in 

proportion to the number of tokens placed in their container. Recovery Cymru was awarded £810 in goods 

from the department store’s shelves. 

 

Lloyds TSB Community Fund 

 

Recovery Cymru were very grateful to have been a featured charity in the Lloyds TSB Community Fund 

promotion in 2013. Like the John Lewis promotion above, customers at local branches were able to vote for 

the charity of their choice by placing tokens in four clear bins. The tokens were counted at the end of the 

promotion and the charities who received the two highest numbers were awarded £3,000 and the charities 

who received the two lowest numbers of tokens were awarded £300. Recovery Cymru was delighted to 

receive £3,000. 

 

Volunteer “Thank You” Evening 

 

On 17
th

 July 2013 we held a special evening to thank our volunteers and interns for all their hard work and 

commitment in helping make Recovery Cymru such a success. We had good food, entertainment, good 

company and brilliant weather. We believe it is important to show those who give up their time for Recovery 

Cymru that their efforts are greatly appreciated. 

 

 
 

 Recruited 5 new trustees 

 

In November 2013 we recruited five new trustees to supplement our hard-working and long-standing Board 

of three. Their expertise and experience includes being, a former social worker in adult services; working for 

third sector organisations – environmental and cultural; being a Recovery Cymru member & volunteer;  and 

working for Alcohol Concern.   
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Rhondda Cynon Taff 

 

In the latter part of 2013 we started a support group in Rhondda Cynon Taff in partnership with Treatment & 

Education Drug Services (TEDS). We were asked to the start the group by patients being discharged to 

Rhondda Cynon Taff from the Adfer ward at Whitchurch Hospital and we hold the group fortnightly at TEDS’s 

Ton Pentre base. 

 

Greggs Foundation 

 

Recovery Cymru were delighted to be awarded a grant by the Greggs Foundation to purchase a specialist 

keyboard for Ben Gregory, one of our volunteers who is paralysed down one side. The new keyboard allows 

Ben, an IT graduate, to put his skills at the disposal of Recovery Cymru. 

 

 
  

 

  

3.3.3.3. CCCCore standardsore standardsore standardsore standards; ; ; ; best practicebest practicebest practicebest practice; recovery expertise; recovery expertise; recovery expertise; recovery expertise    & evidence base& evidence base& evidence base& evidence base    
 

Welsh Government Peer Led Recovery Research Project.  

Our Director worked with the lead researcher designing the Welsh Government Peer Led Recovery Research 

Project specification and is looking forward to participating on the steering committee and working with 

researchers to involve members and volunteers in data collection. We welcome this study and are looking 

forward to contributing to the evidence base in Wales. This project is due to commence July 2013.    

 

Recovery academy UK 

Our Director has joined the Board of Directors for the UK Recovery Academy which aims to promote and 

facilitate the recovery evidence base in the UK.   

 

Advisory and recovery expertise  

Recovery Cymru is delighted to sit on the APoSM recovery subgroup, which our Director Vice-Chairs. We 

have worked closely with other partners to form a subgroup tasked with writing the first Recovery 

Framework for Wales and running a number of service user and service provider consultations around 

Wales. This framework will be supplemented by Embracing Recovery Training and working closely with the 

APBs in each locality to implement the framework effectively.  

 

In partnership with Newlink Wales, Recovery Cymru has developed and run training sessions for the 

“Embracing Recovery” training programme.  

 

Core standards 

Recovery Cymru is compliant with the core standards for Wales and works with members and volunteers to 

develop and review all new and existing policies.  

 

4.4.4.4. Outcomes and monitoring & performance; Outcomes and monitoring & performance; Outcomes and monitoring & performance; Outcomes and monitoring & performance;     
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We are running a number of sub-projects with staff, members and volunteers to plan and measure Recovery 

Cymru outcomes and performance. Members have been consulted to define relevant Recovery Cymru 

indicators. We are developing innovative approaches to monitoring, ensuring all data captured is relevant 

and useful to members as well as essential to provide to funders and inform best practice within Recovery 

Cymru.  

 

Staff and volunteers have been trained in RBA (Results Based Accountability) methods.  

 

A skilled database designer has created a comprehensive bespoke database for Recovery Cymru data 

collections, monitoring and performance. The SQL Server database is now built and complete, we are now in 

the implementation and testing phase of the project.  

 

 

5.5.5.5. Financial planningFinancial planningFinancial planningFinancial planning    and sustainabilityand sustainabilityand sustainabilityand sustainability    
 

Grant funding 

In the year from April 2013 to March 2014 Recovery Cymru received grant funding from the following 

sources: 

• The Welsh Government 

• The Big Lottery Fund (a three year project) for the ‘Making Recovery Real’ project 

• The Lloyds TSB Community Fund 

• The Greggs Foundation 

• John Lewis Partnership 

 

Other revenue sources  

• Delivery of “Embracing Recovery” training package in partnership with Newlink Wales 

• APoSM recovery framework consultations 

• Fundraising events such as Community Snowdon Climb and people competing in national events like 

the “Tour de Galles” on behalf of Recovery Cymru.  

• Donations from private individuals 

• We have recently (outside of the scope of this report) been approved BIG Lottery funding for our 

“Recovery Gifts” social enterprise project – handmade presents for and from people in recovery in 

recognition of their journeys 

 

Sustainability 

We’re delighted to have achieved core funding. Recovery Cymru has partnered with Solas Cymru and 

Newlink Wales in the delivery of Throughcare, Aftercare and recovery Support Services (TARS) in Cardiff and 

the Vale of Glamorgan.  

 

Future funding 

We currently have a number of other ideas for social enterprise opportunities which could contribute to the 

long term financial security of Recovery Cymru, whilst providing employment and training opportunities for 

members and volunteers. We are also seeking funding from charitable trusts and other third sector funders 

to further expand our volunteer programmes and develop specific projects (like the Vale of Glamorgan’s 

Kitchen Garden project). 

 

6.6.6.6. Integrating recovery community with the treatment systemIntegrating recovery community with the treatment systemIntegrating recovery community with the treatment systemIntegrating recovery community with the treatment system    
 

Cardiff & the Vale of Glamorgan single point of engagement for drug & alcohol services 
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Recovery Cymru was involved on the planning committee for EDAS (Entry to Drug and Alcohol Services) for 

Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan from its very beginnings in 2010. In 2013-13 Recovery Cymru were 

delighted to see EDAS opening and beginning to assess people seeking support with drug and alcohol 

problems. People accessing the EDAS service are then referred to the most appropriate combination of 

specialist agencies that will suit their needs. Recovery Cymru are pleased to be receiving regular referrals 

from the new single point of engagement, and are delighted to have been able to pilot a recovery champion 

in both locations since the new service opened. In 2013-2014, EDAS moved premises which enabled more 

space to be available for the recovery champion programme.  

 

Recovery Champions 

Due to the increased demand for community support from Recovery Cymru we have not made as much 

progress with recovery champions programme as we were hoping a year ago.  The programme will offer 

members of the recovery community and other recovery advocates training, support and placements to 

volunteer in service providers to act as a peer guide; a ‘bridge’ into the recovery community and to facilitate 

engagement in treatment and through care. As stated above, we have been able to pilot a regular recovery 

champion role at EDAS in both Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan in the last twelve months. See below for 

how we will address this in the next year.  

 

Talks and presentations 

We offer all services and organisations in Cardiff and Vale of Glamorgan (as well as further afield) the 

opportunity to have representatives from Recovery Cymru speak at their services, as well as invite them to 

talk at our community development meetings. Sarah Vaile has spoken at a number of conferences, raising 

awareness of the recovery community model.  

 

7.7.7.7. RecovRecovRecovRecovery coach programme developmentery coach programme developmentery coach programme developmentery coach programme development    & telephone recovery & telephone recovery & telephone recovery & telephone recovery 
supportsupportsupportsupport    

 

Recovery coaches, in contrast to recovery champions, will offer one-to-one recovery support to people in or 

seeking recovery. A comprehensive training package is being written with members and using lessons 

learned from best practice. These sessions will offer structured peer support using recovery tools and 

resources.  

 

Our established text and telephone recovery support programme is growing! We continue to get positive 

feedback about this programme and are piloting a more formalised telephone support programme.   

 

 
 

 

8.8.8.8. The impact of RC: The impact of RC: The impact of RC: The impact of RC: feedbackfeedbackfeedbackfeedback    
 

“If it wasn’t for this place (Recovery Cymru), I’d have been back in gaol by now!” L.J. 

 

“I’ve seen a real difference in the behaviour and sustained recoveries of those of my clients who attend 

Recovery Cymru” Jane (Integrated Family Support Team) 

“I really appreciate the fact within a couple of hours (of my interview) I had a text message from you and 

that was really helpful, knowing that once I leave detox I’ve got somewhere to go.” S.T. 
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“It’s wonderful to see how Recovery Cymru is growing from strength to strength.”  S.R. 

 

“Recovery Cymru has provided me with the resources and confidence I needed not just to give up alcohol, 

but more importantly to re-discover what life is about, finding a social life and gainful employment whilst 

remaining true to my goal of abstinence” A.S.  

 

All the reports from the clients who have attended (Recovery Cymru) so far have been extremely positive 

and for at least some of the people it has provided a lifeline which is aiding their recovery enormously." 

Dr Pamela Roberts, Consultant Clinical Psychologist of Cardiff and Vale University Health 

Board's Community Addictions Unit” 

 
 

Main Main Main Main ppppriorities and priorities and priorities and priorities and plans for lans for lans for lans for 2012012012014444----2012012012015555    

• Throughcare, Aftercare & Recovery Support (TARS) implementation 

• Fulfilling other grant requirements 

• Continuing to develop Recovery Cymru Vale of Glamorgan 

• Train and induct new staff 

• Recovery coach and recovery champion programme development and accreditation 

• Data collection, monitoring and outcomes 

• Telephone recovery support 

• Recovery Cymru Rhondda Cynon Taff 

• Peer-led recovery resources 

• Training  

 

 

RRRReflection eflection eflection eflection on the Recovery Cymru Demonstration Project on the Recovery Cymru Demonstration Project on the Recovery Cymru Demonstration Project on the Recovery Cymru Demonstration Project April April April April 

2011201120112011----    March March March March 2014201420142014    

 

Objectives and Outcomes 2011Objectives and Outcomes 2011Objectives and Outcomes 2011Objectives and Outcomes 2011----2013201320132013    

Project Aim 

To empower individuals in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan to achieve and maintain long term 

recovery from alcohol and drug problems, specifically through the provision of a recovery 

community providing sustainable mutual-aid aftercare, wraparound support and community 

integration, for people on all stages of their recovery journey.  

 

The objectives for the project in the original specification are provided below alongside achievements and 

outcomes.  

 

Objectives and outcomes 

 

To develop a mutual-aid recovery support community in Cardiff and the Vale of 

Glamorgan 

• Recovery Cymru is an established recovery support community and contributor to 

substance misuse services in Cardiff and the Vale.  

• Recovery centre in Cardiff 
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• Recovery centre in the Vale of Glamorgan 

• During the last three years 365 people have actively engaged in RC 

• At the point of writing we have 93 active members (Cardiff, 56; Vale, 37) 

• The recovery centres act as hubs of recovery support and continue to be busy, with 

people accessing for a range of groups, activities, needs and opportunities. Many 

members attend several times a week. A snapshot of attendance is included (this is 

separate from group attendances).   

 

Building attendance (snapshot) 

Week commencing 9/6/14 – Cardiff daily average 17.3, total weekly 104 – Vale (no data) 

Week commencing 12/5/14 – Cardiff daily average 11.3, total weekly 68 – Vale daily average 12.0, total 

weekly 60 

Week commencing 14/4/14 – Cardiff daily average 12.5, total weekly 75 – Vale daily average 5.8, total 

weekly 29  

 

New peer groups launched over the period: telephone recovery support, recovery champions, 

peer group facilitators, self-help group, craft, SMART recovery, family support community 

development sessions, recovery coach trials, child-friendly group, music, kitchen garden. This 

list is not exhaustive.  

 

To develop a user-led organisation 

• Weekly community development meetings in Cardiff and the Vale of community 

• Reputation for being member led 

• Many groups, activities and peer support sessions are run by peers in recovery 

• Member representation on strategic subgroups 

  

To provide aftercare and wraparound services as part of the Integrated Care Pathway 

(ICP) for Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan 

• Recovery Cymru has been awarded the Throughcare, Aftercare and Aftercare (TARS) 

contract for Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan in a consortium with Newlink Wales and 

Solas.  

• Recovery Cymru received referrals from all commissioned and many non-commissioned 

substance misuse providers in both areas.  

• An intern has built a bespoke database for Recovery Cymru, which will facilitate data 

collection and monitoring.  

 

To develop a recovery coach and community volunteer programme 

• The Recovery Cymru volunteer programme is thriving. The volunteer programme in 

Recovery Cymru is intensive as members are supported to become volunteers. This not 

only supports their recovery but ensures the delivery of peer led groups and prepares 

them for further training, education and employment.  

• Reflecting the growth of the volunteer programme, we employed a volunteer support 

worker in 2012 and this is now a core post for the ongoing delivery of Recovery Cymru. 

• At the point of writing we have 30 active volunteers (Cardiff, 21; Vale, 9). These people 

volunteer at least weekly and many several times per week. Additionally, we have many 

ad hoc volunteers and foresee the  

• We have 12 volunteer roles and will be developing recovery champion, recovery coach 

and telephone recovery support accredited programmes in the next two years. 

• We identified a challenge for the project was capacity to dedicate the time and expertise 

to these programmes. We consulted with BIG Lottery (we have two years grant left), 

who agreed for us to change the job title of one of the posts they fund to ‘Recovery 

Community Programme Development Worker’ and at the time of writing we are 

preparing to recruit this post for two years to undertake member consultation and 

involvement in the project; development of resources; trialling resources and collecting 

evidence; plus gaining accreditation.   
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To provide Recovery Coaches for Umbrella – CaVIDAS (Single Point of Engagement) 

• We have been providing recovery champion sessions for EDAS for approx. 18 months.  

• See above for plans for the recovery champion development programme.  

• We are soon to start delivering three EDAS sessions in Cardiff and Barry, run by staff in 

recovery and trained recovery champion volunteers.  

• The role title was changed to better reflect the difference in aims and objectives between 

recovery champions and recovery coaches.  

 

To increase provision of out-of-hours aftercare, recovery support & activities in 

Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan 

• In Cardiff, we run three evening groups and are open on Sundays.  

• In the Vale of Glamorgan, we run one evening group and with the added resources from 

the TARS and BIG Lottery Grants will be opening an extra evening and a weekend day 

within three months.  

• Additionally, we run many ad hoc evening and weekend events, plus members and 

volunteer meet socially outside of the Recovery Cymru programme.  

 

To develop a peer recovery manual for South Wales (in collaboration with the North 

Wales project) 

• A substantial peer recovery workbook and relapse prevention mutual-aid group session 

guide has been developed and will be going to print by summer 2014. This was 

developed intensively with members and volunteers, written by staff and volunteers, 

trialled in peer led groups and the artwork provided by members of the craft group. We 

have plans for a series of these.  

• We are in contact with North Wales colleagues and will be jointly publicising both 

manuals.  

 

To develop and evidence best practice 

• The Welsh Government funded research project has been undertaken and we are 

awaiting publication. We are looking forward to publicising this.  

• Sarah Vaile (Director) co-wrote the recovery framework for Wales, establishing best 

practice for Wales and co-ran sessions around the country to involve service users and 

providers in the framework and spoke at the launch event.  

 

To develop a sustainable financial model 

• Recovery Cymru has a diverse financial model, comprising: Grants, Contracts, 

Fundraising, Donations and Training. The TARS contract is long term (minimum of five 

years and dependent upon effective delivery and outcomes). The grant funded posts will 

be working on fundraising, donations and training to increase this financial income. 

Ongoing financial resources are essential for the running of the recovery centres and 

associated programmes which are critical to the ongoing availability of recovery support 

in Cardiff and the Vale of Glamorgan.  

 

To offer advisory services re: Recovery Oriented Treatment Services and staff 

training.  

• In addition to the work undertaken on the recovery framework for Wales, Recovery 

Cymru has partnered with Newlink Wales to deliver ‘Recovery Framework: From Theory 

to Practice’ training around Wales.  

• Recovery Cymru and Newlink Wales also partnered on the ‘Embracing recovery’ training 

course which has been up skilling staff around Wales in Recovery Oriented Treatment 

Services.  

• Recovery Cymru acts in an advisory capacity for new peer-led recovery support groups 

around Wales, including West Wales, Swansea and Newport. We run a satellite group in 

Ton Pentre (RCT). We share our knowledge and experience to assist in the development 

of new groups.  
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Thank you for supporting us ☺☺☺☺ 

For further information, please contact Sarah Vaile.  


